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Abstract

Audio language models have recently emerged as a promising approach for var-
ious audio generation tasks, relying on audio tokenizers to encode waveforms
into sequences of discrete symbols. Audio tokenization often poses a necessary
compromise between code bitrate and reconstruction accuracy. When dealing with
low-bitrate audio codes, language models are constrained to process only a subset of
the information embedded in the audio, which in turn restricts their generative capa-
bilities. To circumvent these issues, we propose encoding audio as vector sequences
in continuous space Rd and autoregressively generating these sequences using a
decoder-only diffusion transformer (ARDiT). Our findings indicate that ARDiT ex-
cels in zero-shot text-to-speech and exhibits performance that compares to or even
surpasses that of state-of-the-art models. High-bitrate continuous speech represen-
tation enables almost flawless reconstruction, allowing our model to achieve nearly
perfect speech editing. Our experiments reveal that employing Integral Kullback-
Leibler (IKL) divergence for distillation at each autoregressive step significantly
boosts the perceived quality of the samples. Simultaneously, it condenses the
iterative sampling process of the diffusion model into a single step. Furthermore,
ARDiT can be trained to predict several continuous vectors in one step, signif-
icantly reducing latency during sampling. Impressively, one of our models can
generate 170 ms of 24 kHz speech per evaluation step with minimal degradation in
performance. Audio samples are available at ardit-tts.github.io.

1 Introduction

Autoregressive modeling of discrete audio tokens has recently achieved significant success across
various audio generation tasks [1–15]. These models, often referred to as audio language models,
compress audio waveforms into discrete tokens, predict them autoregressively, and then decode
them back into waveforms. By discretizing audio signals into discrete tokens [16–22], a unified
representation of audio and text is achieved, enabling seamless joint processing with language models.

Despite its success, discrete audio tokenization faces challenges. The theory of lossy compression
[23, 24] suggests a trade-off between the bitrate and reconstruction quality. Current state-of-the-
art neural audio codecs typically require a minimum of 1.5 kbps for high-fidelity reconstruction
of 16 kHz audio [1]. Using a codebook of size 1024, one second of audio would necessitate
1500/ log2(1024) = 150 tokens, leading to long sequences that complicate audio language modeling.
Different strategies have been proposed to mitigate this, each with its own limitations: (i) A prevalent
approach assumes conditional independence among tokens [4, 5, 7], concurrently generating multiple
tokens to reduce autoregressive sampling steps. However, the effectiveness of this assumption
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depends on the quantization method employed. For example, Delayed Pattern [7, 25] works well
with residual vector quantization (RVQ) [17], but it might not work well with other techniques such
as finite scalar quantization (FSQ) [26]. An inappropriate independence assumption can negatively
impact generation performance [7]. (ii) Another approach involves limiting the bitrate and shortening
the token sequence length by encoding only a fraction of the total information in audios [2, 3, 8, 12–
15, 27]. This requires sophisticated disentangled representation learning to achieve a compressed,
task-specific representation for the audio language model. And it limits the model to generating only
partial audio information, hindering its performance on tasks that require high output bitrate. The
information gap must be filled by a cascade of generative models, complicating the audio generation
system.

Besides the trade-off between bitrate and reconstruction quality, audio tokenization also faces
challenges with gradient-based optimization in discrete distributions. While VAEs [28] and VAE-
GANs [29] with continuous latent variables can be trained using standard gradient optimizers via the
reparameterization trick [28], this is not the case for VQ-GAN models [30], which form the basis of
modern neural audio codecs. Effectively training VQ-GANs necessitates techniques like auxiliary
losses and codebook re-initialization [31–35].

The complexities of audio tokenization can be avoided by representing speech as sequences of
vectors in Rd, termed as continuous tokens [36]. For a continuous token sequence [x1, · · · , xN ],
several methods have been explored to model its conditional density p(xn|x<n): (i) One approach
is to apply flows based on finite compositions [37–41] for pθ(xn|x<n). This model constrains
the network architecture to ensure efficient computation of the Jacobian determinant and thereby
guarantee invertibility. (ii) An alternative is to represent pθ(xn|x<n) using a Mixture Density Network
(MDN) [42] that predicts parameters for continuous mixture distributions [43–49], such as a mixture
of Gaussians (MoG). However, due to the limited expressive power of mixture densities, p(xn|x<n)
needs to be simple enough to be accurately approximated. (iii) Efforts to model pθ(xn|x<n) with
generative adversarial networks (GANs) [50] have been made [51], but they often suffer from training
instability and mode dropping issues. (iv) Diffusion probabilistic models (DPMs) [52–54] are
proficient at modeling continuous densities. Their integration with autoregressive models could yield
impressive results [55–63]. However, DPMs require iterative processes for generating high-quality
samples. Combining diffusion sampling with autoregressive sequence sampling can result in a slow,
high-latency sampling process.

Recent discoveries in the distillation of diffusion models [64–68] have changed the situation. A family
of diffusion distillation methods demonstrates that we can effectively transform diffusion models into
single-step implicit generative models while preserving or even improving their generative modeling
performance. SSD-LM [55, 56] developed a method of integrating autoregressive sequence modeling
with diffusion models utilizing a decoder-only transformer. Compared to SSD-LM [55], SSD-2 [56]
carefully designed the attention mask that enhances the training efficiency of autoregressive diffusion
transformers (ARDiTs). However, it still suffers from slow speed and high computational cost during
inference. In our study, we propose to apply Distribution Matching Distillation (DMD) [64, 67] to
distill an autoregressive diffusion transformer for audio generation. To verify the performance of this
integrated approach, we apply it to zero-shot text-to-speech synthesis and speech editing tasks.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We introduce ARDiT for audio generation, a decoder-only diffusion transformer model that
eliminates the need for discrete tokenization of audio signals.

• Leveraging fill-in-the-middle (FIM) [69] training, ARDiT excels in zero-shot text-to-speech
synthesis and speech editing, showcasing near-perfect speech editing capabilities on the
LibriTTS dataset.

• We distill ARDiT text-to-speech (TTS) models with DMD. After distillation, the student
models demonstrate enhanced perceptual naturalness compared to the teacher models, while
requiring only one network evaluation to generate one or more continuous tokens. One of
our distilled models achieves speech generation speeds of 170ms per network evaluation,
significantly reducing the inference latency.

• Furthermore, we present a novel method for controlling the total duration of generated
speech in ARDiT TTS by manipulating the rotation angles of Rotary Position Embeddings
(RoPE) [70].
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2 Related Works

Autoregressive Diffusion Models: Autoregressive diffusion models decompose high-dimensional
data into lower-dimensional segments. These segments are then sequentially generated using diffusion
models. These models have been successfully applied across various domains, including image [57],
video [60, 71, 72], music [58, 59], speech [61], and text [55, 56]. For instance, in the music sector,
the studies by [58] and [59] focus on long-term generation and efficiency enhancement, respectively.
In the speech domain, [61] develops a model for generating a speech waveform from phonemes,
durations, and pitch contours.

Zero-shot TTS: Unlike traditional speech synthesis techniques that require hours of high-quality
transcribed data from the target speaker, zero-shot TTS aims to customize a new speaker’s voice
with just a few seconds of a voice prompt. Previously, zero-shot TTS was typically achieved using
a pretrained speaker encoder [73], which could only retain partial information about the speaker’s
timbre and failed to capture other aspects such as style. Currently, thanks to new model frameworks
and scaled datasets, zero-shot TTS has made significant progress. Solutions can be divided into
two main categories: the first is based on autoregressive codec language models, such as Vall-E [4],
Vall-E X [74], and SpearTTS [15]. The other type relies on non-autoregressive generative models,
such as VQ-GAN based MegaTTS [75] and MegaTTS 2 [76] , diffusion-based UniCATS [77],
NaturalSpeech2 [78], NaturalSpeech3 [79], and VoiceBox [80].

Text-Based Speech Editing: Text-based speech editing adjusts segments of an utterance to fit a
target transcript while preserving the unaltered parts. Early methods, such as those by [81], employed
a TTS and voice conversion model for text-guided speech changes, but often resulted in unnatural
speech due to prosody and boundary discrepancies. More recent models [25, 77, 80, 82–90] have
sought to enhance naturalness by conditioning the generation on the surrounding speech context.

Diffusion Distillation Methods: In the context of diffusion models, distillation is typically employed
to reduce the number of sampling steps during inference [91]. One family of distillation methods [92–
98] seeks to preserve the bijection from noise to data defined by probability flow ODEs [54, 99]
in diffusion models. Another family of distillation methods [64–68] distills diffusion models into
one-step generators by minimizing the divergence between the distributions of generated samples and
data. These diffusion distillation techniques have been investigated in diffusion-based TTS systems,
resulting in several efficient TTS models [100–103].

3 Method

3.1 Background: Flow Matching and Distribution Matching Distillation

Suppose X,Z are independent Rd-valued random variables with data density p(x) and Gaussian
density p(z) = N (0, Id). Let αt = (1− t) and σt = t for t ∈ [0, 1]. Let Xt = αtX + σtZ. Define
the velocity field v(xt, t) : Rd × [0, 1] → Rd as:

v(xt, t) := argmin
v

E ∥v(Xt, t)− (Z −X)∥22 = E[Z −X | Xt = xt]. (1)

According to [104–106], we can sample p(x) by solving the following ODE in reverse:

dYt = v(Yt, t)dt, Y1 ∼ N (0, Id), t ∈ [0, 1]. (2)

Therefore we can obtain a deep generative model with sample density pθ(x) ≈ p(x) by estimat-
ing v(xt, t) with vθ(xt, t) through minimizing Et∼U [0,1] ∥vθ(Xt, t)− (Z −X)∥22. This generative
model is referred to by various names in the literature [104–107]. In the following discussion, we
will refer to it as "Flow Matching" [105].

Suppose Xt ∼ pt(xt). We can show that the score function s(xt, t) = ∇xt log pt(xt) can be
extracted from the velocity field v(xt, t) (See Appendix A).

v(xt, t) = −σts(xt, t)−
xt + σ2

t s(xt, t)

αt
=

−1

1− t
xt +

−t
1− t

s(xt, t). (3)

This indicates that, akin to Diffusion Probabilistic Models (DPMs) [53, 54], Flow Matching models
also estimate the score function.
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Given a Flow Matching model vθ(xt, t) trained on p(x). With the ODE in equation 2, it establishes a
mapping fθ(w) : Rd → Rd that transforms Gaussian noises to data samples. Evaluating fθ is slow as
it involves solving an ODE. DMD can distill vθ into single step generator gξ : Rd → Rd, that maps
random noise W ∼ N (0, Id) to X̂ = gξ(W ) with density pξ(x). Define X̂t := αtX̂ + σtẐ where
Ẑ is an independent Gaussian random variable. Suppose p(xt, t) is the density of Xt and pξ(xt, t) is
the density of X̂t. Their Integral Kullback–Leibler (IKL) divergence [64] is defined as:

Dξ := DIKL (pξ(xt, t)∥p(xt, t)) := Et∼U [0,1] [wtDKL (pξ(xt, t)∥p(xt, t))] , (4)

where wt ≥ 0 is the weighting factor for time t. Suppose s(xt, t) = ∇xt
log p(xt, t) and sξ(xt, t) :=

∇xt
log pξ(xt, t). Then according to [64, 67]:

∇ξDξ = Et∼U [0,1]

[
wtαt

(
sξ(X̂t, t)− s(X̂t, t)

) ∂gξ(W )

∂ξ

]
. (5)

sξ(xt, t) and s(xt, t) are unknown, but we can approximate sξ(x,t)− s(xt, t) with Flow Matching
models vη(xt, t) and vθ(xt, t). Where vη is trained on samples of gξ by minimizing:

Lη := Et∼U [0,1]

∥∥∥vη(X̂t, t)− (Ẑ − X̂)
∥∥∥2
2
. (6)

According to equation 3, assuming vη and vθ are well-trained, we have:

vη(xt, t)− vθ(xt, t) ≈
−t
1− t

· (sξ(xt, t)− s(xt, t)) . (7)

DMD training freezes vθ and alternatively updates gξ and vη with Lξ and Lη. The generator gξ is
trained on minimizing the following loss function:

Lξ := Et∼U [0,1]

∥∥∥X̂ + sg
(
vθ(X̂t, t)− vη(X̂t, t)− X̂

)∥∥∥2
2︸ ︷︷ ︸

LIKL

+βreg · E ∥gξ(W )− fθ(W )∥22︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lreg

. (8)

Here βreg > 0 is the weight of the L2 regression loss. And sg is the stop gradient operator. For
simplicity, we set wtαt = 2t/(1− t). In this case ∇ξLIKL ≈ ∇ξDξ. Impact of the weighting factor
wt is left for future study.

3.2 Contextual Mel Spectrogram Autoencoder

Encoder (Transformer)

log Mel Spectrogram

Decoder (DiT)

Reconstructed log Mel Spectrogram

Encoder (Transformer)

Downsample, Linear, Split

Sampling

Decoder (DiT)

Noisy log Mel Spectrogram

Z (Upsampled by Zero Insertion)

Concat

ODE Sampling

Figure 1: The structure of the Mel spectrogram autoencoder. The left-hand side illustrates the
encoder, which outputs the mean and variance of the encoder distribution qϕ(z|Y ). The right-hand
side illustrates the Flow Matching decoder. The encoder and decoder are jointly trained to minimize
the reconstruction error and the bitrate.

We compress log Mel spectrograms into a sequence of continuous tokens with an autoencoder to
reduce the sequence length. Given random Mel spectrogram Y on RNframe×Dmel where Nframe is
the number of frames, and Dmel is the number of Mel filters, we encode Y into a sequence of
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continuous tokens Z on RNlatent×Dlatent where Nlatent = ⌊Nframe/4⌋ and Dlatent = 16. The encoder
is a transformer [108] taking input Y and outputs µ, log σ ∈ RNlatent×Dlatent . The encoder defines
the conditional density of Z given Y as qϕ(z|y) =

∏
n,dN (zn,d;µn,d, σ

2
n,d). The decoder is a

conditional Flow Matching model vψ(yt; t, z) based on DiT [109] that recovers Y given Z. Define
the latent prior density p(z) :=

∏
n,dN (zn,d; 0, 1) on RNlatent×Dlatent . The encoder and decoder are

jointly optimized by minimizing:

L(ϕ, ψ) := βMI·E [DKL (qϕ(z|Y )∥p(z))]+EW∼N (0,I) ∥vψ ((1− t)Y + tW ; t, Z)− (W − Y )∥22 .
(9)

Note that the first term E [DKL (qϕ(z|Y )∥p(z))] is a variational upper bound [110] of mutual infor-
mation I(Y ;Z). So the weight βMI > 0 is controlling the trade-off between the coding rate and
reconstruction accuracy. In our experiments, the Mel spectrogram encoder emits 23.5 tokens per
second, and its theoretical bitrate is 1.7 kbps. For more details, please refer to Appendix C.

To enable conditional decoding when the Mel spectrogram target is partially known, the decoder is
fine-tuned on Mel spectrogram masked reconstruction. For more details, please refer to Appendix D.
During the inference stage of speech editing and zero-shot TTS, we provide the decoder with the
known Mel spectrogram frames.

3.3 Autoregressive Diffusion Transformers for Text-to-Speech Synthesis

In this part, we describe Autoregressive Diffusion Transformers (ARDiTs), and explain how they can
be utilized for text-to-speech synthesis. Suppose random Mel spectrogram Y is encoded into continu-
ous token sequence Z = [Z0; · · · ;ZNlatent−1] on RNlatent×Dlatent . Suppose C = [C0, · · · , CNphone−1] on
ΣNphone is the phonetic transcript of Y . Where Σ is the set of all phonemes.

An ARDiT is semi-autoregressive, it samples from conditional density pθ(zi:i+B |c, z<i) with Flow
Matching through estimating the conditional velocity field vθ

(
zi:i+Bt ; t, c, z<i

)
. Here B ∈ N+ is the

block size, and i ∈ N+ is the index of the first token in block zi:i+B =
[
zi; · · · ; zi+B−1

]
. Suppose

W is an independent RNlatent×Dlatent -valued random variable with density p(w) =
∏
n,dN (wn,d; 0, 1).

Let Zt = (1− t)Z + tW . The training loss of ARDiT would be:

L(θ) := Ei,t∼U [0,1]

∥∥vθ (Zi:i+Bt ; t, C, Z<i
)
−

(
W i:i+B − Zi:i+B

)∥∥2
2
. (10)

A naive implementation of ARDiT would be to feed (C,Z<i, Zi:i+Bt ) into a transformer with no
attention mask, and then combine the last B vector in the output to obtain vθ(Zi:i+Bt ; t, C, Z<i).
This implementation is inefficient compared to language models (LMs) on discrete tokens in both
training and sampling. During training, it does not support teacher-forcing. ∇θL(θ) from each batch
only depends on a small segment of length B in the model’s output. During inference, it does not
support KV-cache, causing unnecessary recomputation.

As proposed in SSD-2 [56], a special design of the input sequence and attention mask of the
transformer can resolve these performance issues. First, let’s split Z into blocks of size B. Define
block index of ith token as #i := ⌊(i+ S) /B⌋ where S ∈ {0, · · · , B − 1} is an integer constant
denoting the block shift. Suppose we have M blocks. For each block m, Zbm:em represents the
tokens within that block, where bm and em denote the beginning and the end indices of the block,
respectively. For each block m, pick time tm ∈ [0, 1]. Let t := [t0, · · · , tM−1]. Define Zt, where
Zbm:em
t := (1− tm)Zbm:em + tmW

bm:em in each block m.

The ARDiT training scheme, including the sequence layout and attention mask during training, is
illustrated in figure 2. We concat and feed (C,Z,Zt) into the transformer. The attention mask is
defined by the following rules: Tokens in C can attend tokens in C; tokens in Z can attend C and
tokens in Z with lower or equal block indices; tokens in Zt can attend tokens in Zt of the same block
index and tokens in Z with lower block indices. This training scheme [56] is essential for training
efficiency. It allows us to evaluate the velocity field vθ(Zbm:em

t ; tm, C, Z
<bm) on all the blocks in Zt

with a single neural network evaluation.

The ARDiT inference scheme, including the sequence layout and attention mask during infer-
ence, is illustrated in figure 3. Suppose we are generating block m. The input to ARDiT is
(C,Z<em−1 , Zbm:em

t ). The attention mask is defined by the following rules: Tokens in C can attend
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Autoregressive Diffusion Transformer

Clean Speech TokensText Noisy Speech Tokens

Velocity

Noisy
Speech

Clean
SpeechText

Text

Clean
Speech

Noisy
Speech

Figure 2: Illustration of the ARDiT training scheme with B = 2 and S = 1. The attention mask is
depicted on the left, while the right displays the input and output of the ARDiT model during training.
The input sequence is divided into three blocks, where noisy speech tokens in each block attend to
text tokens, prior clean tokens, and noisy tokens within the same block.

Autoregressive Diffusion Transformer

Generated Speech TokensText

Velocity

. . .

Generated
Speech Tokens

Next
BlockText

Text

Generated
Tokens

Next
Block

Figure 3: Depiction of the ARDiT inference scheme with B = 2. The attention mask is shown on the
left, while the right presents the input and output of the ARDiT model during inference. The blocks
are generated autoregressively, with the model shown in the process of generating the 4th block of
tokens, after already producing 3 blocks of speech tokens. The last block is iteratively sampled by
solving an ODE with the predicted velocity.

tokens in C; tokens in (Z<em−1 , Zbm:em
t ) can attend C and other tokens with lower or equal block

indices.

Let us compare the computational complexity of ARDiTs and decoder-only transformers (LMs) of
the same model size. For LMs, we replace the continuous tokens with the same number of discrete
tokens. During training, an ARDiT processes Nphone + 2 ·Nlatent tokens per utterance, while an LM
handles Nphone +Nlatent tokens. During inference, an ARDiT with a KV cache requires approximately
NFE + 1 times as many computations as an LM and NFE/B times as many network evaluations,
where NFE is the average number of function evaluations of the ODE solver.

Given that both the inference computation and the number of network evaluations in ARDiT grow
linearly as NFE increases, it is crucial to reduce NFE for practical application. We apply Distribu-
tion Matching Distillation (DMD) [67] as described in section 3.1 to reduce NFE to 1. Detailed
explanations of DMD training for ARDiT can be found in Appendix E.

In addition, we can apply fill-in-the-middle (FIM) training to support speech editing with ARDiT.
This requires a slightly different attention mask and sequence layout during training. The details of
FIM training of ARDiTs can be found in Appendix F.
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3.4 Position Embeddings and Total Duration Control in ARDiT TTS

Rather than allowing ARDiT to generate speech of arbitrary length, we use position embeddings
to inform ARDiT about the total speech duration Nlatent. Our ARDiT models are built upon Rotary
Position Embedding (RoPE) [70]. RoPE encodes relative positional information by rotating the key
and value vectors in self-attention. Specifically, a rotation matrix Rn for any position index n ∈ R is
defined as follows:

Uθ :=

[
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

]
, Rn :=


Unθ0 0 · · · 0
0 Unθ1 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · Unθd−1

 ∈ R2d×2d. (11)

Similar to VALL-E [4], we employ separate position embeddings for phoneme tokens and speech
tokens. For phoneme tokens in C = [C0, · · · , CNphone−1], each token Ci is given the position index i.
For speech tokens in (Z,Zt, Zt), the tokens Zi, Zit , Z

i
t are assigned a fractional position index of

i · η, where η = Nphone/Nlatent is the speech rate. For instance, if we have (Nphone, Nlatent) = (10, 20),
then the speech rate is η = 0.5, and the fractional position index of the i-th speech token is 0.5i.

This design, similar to the one proposed in ParaNet [111] for non-autoregressive TTS, was found
to accelerate training of ARDiT models in our preliminary experiments. It effectively mitigated the
issue of generating overly long sequences, a common problem in autoregressive TTS models. During
inference, ARDiT requires an estimate of the speech duration Nlatent, which can be derived from a
reference speech as outlined in Appendix H.

4 Experiments

4.1 Setup

Datasets: We trained ARDiTs on LibriTTS, a multi-speaker, transcribed English speech dataset,
which contains approximately 580 hours of recordings from 2,306 speakers in its training set. We
utilized Test Set B from UniCATS [77] to evaluate the zero-shot TTS performance. This set contains
500 utterances from 37 speakers in the "test-clean" subset. Each speaker in Test Set B is associated
with a speech prompt of approximately 3 seconds. For the speech editing evaluation, we utilized Test
Set C from UniCATS [77], which is also the test set used in [89]. Test Set C contains 25 sentences.
Following [77], we evaluated text-based speech inpainting performance in two settings with different
mask durations. In the short setting, the average mask duration is 0.63 seconds. In the long setting,
the average mask duration is 2.18 seconds.

Baselines: We compare with three non-autoregressive models: HierSpeech++1 [112],
StyleTTS 22 [113], and UniCATS3 [77]; and one autoregressive model, VoiceCraft4 [25]. We
obtained audio samples of StyleTTS 2, VoiceCraft, and HierSpeech++ using their officially released
codes and checkpoints. Since the authors of UniCATS did not provide checkpoints, we directly ob-
tained audio samples from them. For HierSpeech++, we used the lt960 checkpoint. For VoiceCraft,
we used 830M_TTSEnhanced model for zero-shot TTS, and giga830M model for speech editing. For
all models, we conducted inference at their native sampling rates, then downsampled the generated
audios to 16 kHz for evaluation.

Model: All transformer models utilized in our study are derived from DiT [109], including the
encoder and decoder of the Mel spectrogram autoencoder, the autoregressive discrete transformers,
and the distilled ARDiTs. For the spectrogram encoder, the input time in DiT is set to zero. These
models share identical architectures, each comprising 12 layers, 16 heads for multi-head attention, an
embedding dimension of 1024, a feed-forward layer dimension of 4096, and a dropout rate of 0.1.
We used RoPE [70] as the positional embedding for all the models. More details about the neural
network architectures can be found in Appendix G. We trained and distilled multiple ARDiTs with
various block sizes. All the evaluated ARDiT models were trained with the fill-in-the-middle strategy.

1HierSpeech++: https://github.com/sh-lee-prml/HierSpeechpp
2StyleTTS 2: https://github.com/yl4579/StyleTTS2
3UniCATS: https://github.com/X-LANCE/UniCATS-CTX-vec2wav
4VoiceCraft: https://github.com/jasonppy/VoiceCraft
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Detailed training procedures are available in Appendix I. We utilized the pre-trained BigVGAN 5

vocoder [114] with 112M parameters, trained on 24kHz speech, for Mel spectrogram to waveform
reconstruction.

Subjective Evaluation: We conducted a MUSHRA (Multiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and
Anchor) test to evaluate speech naturalness (NAT) and speaker similarity (SIM). We did not use
hidden anchors in the test. 20 participants rated audio quality on a scale of 0 to 100. Please refer to
Appendix J for more details of our listening tests. We report the average MUSHRA scores with 95%
confidence intervals. Additionally, we performed a t-test to evaluate the significance of improvements
in the proposed systems.

Objective Evaluation: We assessed the intelligibility of samples using the Word Error Rate (WER)
from the Whisper (medium) ASR model6 [115]. We also measured speaker similarity of generated
samples with their prompts using the Speaker Encoding Cosine Similarity (SECS), which ranges from
-1 to 1, with higher values indicating greater similarity. This evaluation utilized three state-of-the-art
speaker verification models: WavLM Base with X-vector (WavLM)7 [116], WeSpeaker (WS)8 [117],
and Resemblyzer (Resem)9 [118].

4.2 Zero-Shot Text-to-Speech

In the zero-shot TTS evaluation, we generated speech samples with ARDiTs using the fill-in-the-
middle strategy. For each sentence, the prompt speech was given to ARDiTs as both the prefix and
suffix, resulting in it being repeated twice. The target total duration was estimated using the prompt
speech and prompt text. We applied the Euler sampler with a fixed step size and 16 sampling steps
for ODE sampling.

Results in Table 1 indicate that, in subjective evaluations, student models (DMD) outperform both
baselines and teacher models in both metrics. Objectively, the proposed models surpassed baseline
models in speaker similarity and achieved comparable WER scores.

Table 1: Results of zeroshot TTS. For the MUSHRA scores, we performed a t-test comparing ARDiTs
with the best baseline model (underlined).

MUSHRA (↑) WER (↓) SECS (↑)

Model Name NAT SIM Whisper WavLM WS Resem

Ground Truth 81.1±2.7 52.7±4.9 2.02 0.942 0.723 0.834
Reconstruct — — 2.39 0.942 0.718 0.844

HierSpeech++ [112] 56.1±2.7 59.1±3.7 5.61 0.919 0.602 0.881
StyleTTS2 [113] 77.2±2.8 52.4±4.1 1.76 0.914 0.498 0.845
UniCATS [77] 53.2±2.8 41.9±3.8 6.33 0.912 0.537 0.832
VoiceCraft [25] 62.1±3.4 44.9±4.1 4.02 0.933 0.561 0.859

ARDiT(B=1) 72.7±2.7
∗64.0±4.1 1.83 0.945 0.712 0.886

ARDiT(B=4) 71.4±2.9 61.4±4.1 2.35 0.940 0.691 0.881
ARDiT(DMD, B=1) 76.5±3.0

∗∗∗69.4±3.9 1.88 0.938 0.702 0.874
ARDiT(DMD, B=4) 79.3±2.8

∗∗∗68.4±4.1 1.81 0.933 0.656 0.867

Note: ∗∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1

4.3 Speech Editing

Our speech editing experiment utilized two baseline models, UniCATS and VoiceCraft. We conducted
speech editing with ARDiTs using the fill-in-the-middle strategy. For each test utterance, we provided

5BigVGAN: https://github.com/NVIDIA/BigVGAN
6Whisper: https://github.com/openai/whisper
7WavLM Base with X-vector: https://huggingface.co/microsoft/wavlm-base-plus-sv
8WeSpeaker: https://github.com/wenet-e2e/wespeaker
9Resemblyzer: https://github.com/resemble-ai/Resemblyzer
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the ARDiT models with the full text and the remaining audio after masking. We estimated the target
duration using the sections of the audio and text that were not subjected to masking. We applied the
Euler sampler with fixed step size and 16 sampling steps for ODE sampling. In order to minimize the
incoherence in the inpainting results, we produced Nbatch = 8 samples in parallel for each utterance.
Subsequently, we employed the post-filtering technique detailed in Appendix Z. This post-filtering
process is fully automated and requires no human intervention. To evaluate the samples, we adopted
the MUSHRA test for naturalness and the Word Error Rate (WER) for measuring intelligibility.

The results, detailed in Table 2, show that ARDiTs, when distilled with DMD, generally outperform
other examined models. Furthermore, all ARDiT models significantly surpassed the baseline models
in terms of perceived speech naturalness.

Table 2: Results on the speech editing task. For the MUSHRA scores, we performed a t-test
comparing ARDiTs with the best baseline model (underlined).

MUSHRA (Speech Naturalness, ↑) Whisper WER (↓)

Model Name short long all short long all

Ground Truth 77.8±3.3 78.5±3.4 78.1±2.3 1.33 1.33 1.33

UniCATS [77] 67.0±3.4 65.5±3.4 66.2±2.4 3.05 3.18 3.11
VoiceCraft [25] 66.9±3.7 62.2±4.6 64.6±2.9 1.59 1.99 1.79

ARDiT(R=1) ∗∗∗75.5±3.5
∗∗∗72.3±3.7

∗∗∗73.9±2.5 1.59 1.85 1.72
ARDiT(R=4) ∗∗∗73.7±3.4

∗∗71.3±3.6
∗∗∗72.6±2.4 1.46 1.99 1.72

ARDiT(DMD, R=1) ∗∗∗78.1±3.3
∗∗∗77.5±3.5

∗∗∗77.8±2.4 1.85 1.06 1.46
ARDiT(DMD, R=4) ∗∗∗75.8±3.4

∗∗∗75.2±3.6
∗∗∗75.5±2.5 1.46 3.31 2.38

Note: ∗∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1

4.4 Effect of the Block Size
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Figure 4: Effects of different block sizes B on ARDiT training. Training efficiency decreases as
block size B increases. B = INF means the block size is infinite, i.e., the model becomes a non-
autoregressive (NAR) diffusion model, generating all speech tokens in parallel.

Recent works [90, 119, 120] in TTS demonstrates that non-autoregressive diffusion models can
perform text-to-speech synthesis without force-alignment or explicit phoneme duration modeling.
This calls into question the necessity of autoregressive diffusion modeling in TTS.

To answer this question, we trained several ARDiT TTS models under the same settings, only
altering the block size B and observed its impact on performance. We examined 5 different settings
B ∈ {1, 4, 8, 16, INF}, where B = INF represents generating all frames at once, thus serving as
a non-autoregressive model. We generated 500 samples from each model as in the zero-shot TTS
evaluation win section 4.2. For all models we apply Euler sampler with 16 sampling steps, in order
to fix the amount of total computation in inference. We evaluated the intelligibility and speaker
similarity of the outputs using Word Error Rate (WER) and Speaker Encoding Cosine Similarity
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(SECS), respectively. Our model’s sampling rate is 24kHz, and the tokenization hop size is 1024,
resulting in block lengths of approximately 171ms for B = 4 and 680ms for B = 16, for example.
The average length of our test samples is 5.76 secs, meaning that, in B = 16, the model generates
8.47 blocks on average to complete the utterance.

Figure 4 illustrates WER and SECS scores under various conditions. Our findings indicate a decrease
in WER with increasing training steps and lower B values. Notably, the autoregressive models
achieved much better speech intelligibility compared to the non-autoregressive model (B = INF).
SECS scores followed the same pattern as WER, showing enhanced speaker similarity with more
training and lower block size B.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

The goal of this research is to eliminate the need for discrete tokenization of audio in language
modeling. We proposed the use of continuous tokens in place of discrete ones and applied autore-
gressive diffusion Transformers (ARDiTs) to generate these continuous audio tokens. Our results
demonstrated that ARDiTs perform well in zero-shot text-to-speech and text-based speech editing.
Through distillation, an ARDiT TTS model can generate one or more continuous speech tokens in a
single network evaluation while maintaining high sample quality.

Limitations Due to resource constraints, we trained and evaluated ARDiTs solely on LibriTTS,
which contains only reading-style speech from English audiobooks. We plan to further investigate the
applicability of ARDiTs to more diverse data, such as large-scale in-the-wild datasets, in future work.

We only tuned ARDiTs using a limited set of hyperparameters due to resource constraints. Thus, we
cannot guarantee the general applicability of our findings in different settings.

We only tested ARDiTs on zero-shot text-to-speech and text-based speech editing; we do not guarantee
high performance for more extensive audio generation tasks. We plan to apply ARDiTs to other audio
generative tasks in future work.

We trained ARDiTs exclusively for audio generation. It remains uncertain whether the model can
be trained to generate both discrete and continuous tokens, similar to existing Multimodal Large
Language Models.

It’s well acknowledged that the sample quality of language models can be enhanced with annealed
sampling techniques like beam search. Such techniques are not currently available for ARDiTs. We
intend to research ARDiT sampling techniques in our future work.
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A Recover Score Functions from Velocity Fields in Flow Matching Models

Suppose X,Z are independent Rd-valued random variables with data density p(x) and Gaussian
density p(z) = N (0, Id). Let αt = (1 − t) and σt = t for t ∈ [0, 1]. Let Xt = αtX + σtZ.
Suppose Xt ∼ pt(x). We can show that in a Rectified Flow [104] model trained on mapping
Gaussian noise to p(x), the velocity field v(xt, t) is a linear combination of xt and score function
s(xt, t) = ∇xt log pt(xt) for each t ∈ [0, 1].

Define the following functions:

ϵ(xt, t) := argmin
ϵ

E∥ϵ(Xt, t)− Z∥22 = E[Z|Xt = xt]; (12)

µ(xt, t) := argmin
µ

E ∥µ(Xt, t)−X∥22 = E[X|Xt = xt]; (13)

s(xt, t) := argmin
s

E ∥s(Xt, t) + Z/σt∥22 = E[−Z/σt|Xt = xt]; (14)

From denoising score matching [121], we have s(xt, t) = ∇xt log pt(xt). Also by definition of Xt:

µ(xt, t) =
1

αt
{E [αtX + σtZ|Xt = xt]− σtE [Z|Xt = xt]} =

xt − σtϵ(xt, t)

αt
. (15)

Therefore v(xt, t) is a linear combination of xt and s(xt, t) and s(xt, t) is a linear combination of xt
and v(xt, t).

v(xt, t) = ϵ(xt, t)− µ(xt, t) = −σts(xt, t)−
xt + σ2

t s(xt, t)

αt
=

−1

1− t
xt +

−t
1− t

s(xt, t). (16)

B Discussion of Speech Recognition and Speaker Verification Models for
Objective Evaluation

In addition to the objective evaluation results presented in Table 1, we utilized additional speech
recognition and speaker verification models to assess Speaker Encoding Cosine Similarity (SECS)
and Word Error Rate (WER), respectively. The comprehensive results for zero-shot TTS are detailed
in Table 3. For WER, we expanded our evaluation to include various sizes of the Whisper model;
besides the medium-size model with 769M parameters, we incorporated the base model (74M) and
the small model (244M). For SECS, we introduced the WeSpeaker with large-margin finetuning
(WS-LM) [122], which enhances robustness.

As a result, WER decreases for larger models, affirming the reliability of whisper’s WER. Regarding
SECS, the best model (ARDiT(B = 1)) exhibits consistency across speaker verification models.
WavLM, WS, and WS-LM demonstrate a comparable pattern, with higher values observed in ground
truth and ARDiT, and lower values in baseline models. However, the score of ground truth in
Resemblyzer notably diminishes, casting doubt on its robustness and reliability in assessing speaker
similarity.

C Bitrate of Mel Spectrogram Autoencoder

We adopted the pre-trained BigVGAN [114] to reconstruct waveforms from Mel spectrograms. In
our experiments, Dmel = 100 and Nsample/Nframe = 256. Therefore, the uncompressed log-Mel
spectrograms, stored as 32-bit floats, have a bitrate of 300 kbps. Meanwhile, the uncompressed
audios sampled at 24 kHz with a 16-bit depth have a bitrate of 384 kbps.

We report Rbit = E [DKL (qϕ(z|Y )∥p(z)) /Taudio] as the theoretical bitrate of our Mel spectrogram
autoencoder, where Taudio is the total duration of the audio in seconds and DKL is in bits. In our
experiments, we set βMI = 0.035 and obtained Rbit = 1.7 kpbs. When the mean and variance of
q(z|Y ) are stored as 32-bit floating point numbers, the resulting bitrate is 24 kbps.

E [DKL (qϕ(z|Y )∥p(z))] can be considered the expected number of bits required to encode distribu-
tion qϕ(z|Y ) [53, 123, 124]. Notably, Rbit is also the bitrate of VQ-based audio codecs [17] where
the encoder qϕ(z|y) is deterministic and p(z) is the uniform distribution on the codebook.
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Table 3: Complete Objective Evaluation Result for Zeroshot TTS

Whisper WER (↓) SECS (↑)

Model Name base small medium WavLM WS WS-LM Resem

Ground Truth 3.12 2.19 2.02 0.942 0.723 0.708 0.834
Reconstruct 3.88 2.52 2.39 0.942 0.718 0.694 0.844

HierSpeech++ [112] 9.42 6.67 5.61 0.919 0.602 0.570 0.881
StyleTTS2 [113] 2.30 1.88 1.76 0.914 0.498 0.462 0.845
UniCATS [77] 9.33 7.18 6.33 0.912 0.537 0.505 0.832
VoiceCraft [25] 6.28 4.55 4.02 0.933 0.561 0.526 0.859

ARDiT(B=1) 3.57 2.38 1.83 0.945 0.712 0.681 0.886
ARDiT(B=4) 4.00 2.72 2.35 0.940 0.691 0.659 0.881
ARDiT(DMD, B=1) 3.03 2.06 1.88 0.938 0.702 0.672 0.874
BRDiT(DMD, B=4) 3.01 1.99 1.81 0.933 0.656 0.624 0.867

D Fine-tuning the Mel Spectrogram Decoder on Masked Reconstruction

In section 3.2, we mentioned that the Mel spectrogram decoder is fine-tuned on the masked re-
construction of Mel spectrograms. In this section, we describe more details of the fine-tuning
process.

For clarity, let us first define the masked column selection operator. We start with a binary mask
m ∈ {0, 1}K and define |m| :=

∑
kmk. For a given matrix A = {A0; · · · ;AK−1} ∈ RK×D, we

designate Am ∈ R|m|×D as the matrix that includes the kth row from A if, and only if, mk = 1. The
complement of the mask m is denoted as m̄ = 1−m.

Instead of training with equation 9, the autoencoder is fine-tuned with loss:

Lmask(ϕ, ψ) = βMI · EY [DKL (pϕ(z|Y )∥p(z))]

+ Et∼U [0,1],W∼N (0,I)

[
∥vψ((1− t)YM + tWM ; t, Z, YM̄ )− (WM − YM )∥22

]
. (17)

M = [M0, · · · ,MNframe−1] is a stochastic binary mask, it is constructed in the following way. Let
A ∼ U {0, · · · , Nframe−1} be a random drawn index. Then define:

Mn := 1((A+ n) mod Nframe < Nframe/2).

This mask randomly masks 50% of all tokens.

E Distribution Matching Distillation for ARDiTs

In this section, we describe how to apply distribution matching distillation (DMD) to ARDiTs in
more detail. Let us continue the discussion in section 3.3. Suppose we have already trained an ARDiT
vθ(z

i:i+B
t ; t, c, z<i) on text-to-speech synthesis. As a conditional Flow Matching model, ARDiT

establishes a mapping fθ(wi:i+B ; c, z<i) that maps Gaussian noise to data. Evaluating fθ is slow, as
it requires simulating the ODE in equation 2 with NFE network evaluations.

DMD training involves the interaction of three models: the generator gξ(wi:i+B ; t, c, z<i), the true
velocity field estimator vθ, and the fake velocity estimator vη. All three models share the same
network architecture and initial parameters, so η = ξ = θ at intiailization. Suppose vξ is a copy of
vθ, gξ is defined as:

gξ(w
i:i+B ; c, z<i) := wi:i+B − vξ(w

i:i+B ; 1, c, z<i). (18)

After initialization, we optimize ξ and η through repeating Algorithm 1, 2, and 3. In Algorithm 1,
we can save training time by evaluating fθ on many samples in advance [67]. The for loops over
block index m in Algorithm 1, 2, and 3 can be evaluated in parallel with the ARDiT training scheme
described in Section 3.3.
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Algorithm 1 Optimize the Regression Loss

Requires: Training set D, model parameters θ and ξ, block size B, coefficient βreg
procedure MINIMIZEREGRESSIONLOSS

Sample a pair (c, z) from the training set D
Sample Gaussian noise w with the same shape as z
Sample block shift S from {0, · · · , B − 1}
Partition z into M blocks: z = [zb0:e0 ; · · · ; zbM−1:eM−1 ]
for each block 0 ≤ m < M do

Compute ẑbm:em := fθ(w
bm:em ; c, z<bm) by sampling from the ODE in equation (2)

Compute z̃bm:em := gξ(w
bm:em ; c, z<bm)

end for
Compute the L2 regression loss:

ℓreg := βreg · ∥ẑ − z̃∥22 (19)

Compute the gradient of ξ with respect to ℓreg, and take an optimizer step to update ξ
end procedure

Algorithm 2 Optimize the Integral KL Divergence

Requires: Training set D, model parameters ξ, η, and θ, block size B
procedure MINIMIZEIKLDIVERGENCE

Sample a pair (c, z) from the training set D
Sample Gaussian noises w, w̃ with the same shape as z
Sample block shift S from {0, · · · , B − 1}
Partition z into M blocks: z = [zb0:e0 ; · · · ; zbM−1:eM−1 ]
for each block 0 ≤ m < M do

Compute z̃bm:em := gξ(w
bm:em ; c, z<bm)

Sample random time tm uniformly from (0, 1]

Compute z̃bm:em
t := (1− tm)z̃bm:em + tmw̃

bm:em

Compute ∆bm:em := vθ(z̃
bm:em
t ; tm, c, z

<bm)− vη(z̃
bm:em
t ; tm, c, z

<bm)
end for
Compute the IKL loss:

ℓIKL := ∥z̃ + sg(∆− z̃)∥22 (20)
Compute gradient of ξ with respect to ℓIKL, and take an optimizer step to update ξ

end procedure

Algorithm 3 Optimize the Flow Matching Objective

Requires: Training set D, model parameters ξ and η, block size B
procedure MINIMIZEFLOWMATCHINGLOSS

Sample a pair (c, z) from the training set D
Sample Gaussian noise w with the same shape as z
Partition z into M blocks: z = [zb0:e0 ; · · · ; zbM−1:eM−1 ]
for each block 0 ≤ m < M do

Compute z̃bm:em := gξ(w
bm:em ; c, z<bm)

Sample random time tm uniformly from [0, 1]

Compute z̃bm:em
t := (1− tm)z̃bm:em + tmw

bm:em

end for
Compute the Flow Matching loss:

ℓFM =

M−1∑
m=0

∥vη(z̃bm:em
t , tm, c, z

<bm)− (wbm:em − z̃bm:em)∥22 (21)

Compute gradient of η with respect to ℓFM, and take an optimizer step to update η
end procedure
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F Fill-in-the-Middle Training of ARDiT for Text-to-Speech

F.1 FIM Training and Inference with ARDiT

In this section, we give further details of fill-in-the-middle (FIM) training of ARDiTs. FIM training
allows ARDiTs to conduct speech editing when the text is given. Let us continue the discussion in
section 3.3. During FIM training, we randomly split Z into three chunks: the left context Z<NL the
missing middle part ZNL:NR , and the right context Z≥NR , where we define A : B as [A,B). We first
sample NR − NL uniformly from U {1, · · · , Nframe}, then sample NL uniformly from all possible
values. Notice that it is possible that the left context and right context can be empty. The training loss
of ARDiTs with FIM is:

LFIM(θ) = Ei,t∼U [0,1]

∥∥vθ (Zi:i+Bt ; t, C, Z<i, Z≥NR
)
−
(
W i:i+B − Zi:i+B

)∥∥2
2
. (22)

where i is an index sampled uniformly from [NL, NR −B).

The ARDiT training scheme introduced in section 3.3 is still applicable with some modifications. The
input sequence in FIM training is now (C,Z,ZNL:NR

t ). Tokens in ZNL:NR are chunked into blocks of
size B (possibly less than B in the first and last blocks) ZNL:NR =

[
Zb0:e0 ; · · · ;ZbM−1:eM−1

]
. For

each block m there is a random time tm ∈ [0, 1]. Let t = [t0, · · · , tM−1]. We define Zbm:em
t :=

(1− tm)Zbm:em + tmW
bm:em . In FIM training, tokens in Z<NL and Z≥NR can be attended by all

tokens, and they can attend tokens in C,Z<NL and Z≥NR . Figure 5 gives an illustration of the ARDiT
FIM training scheme. The position indices of all tokens in C,Z,Zt are the same as that described in
Section 3.4. Note that we do not need to reorder the sequence Z,Zt during training or add sentinel
tokens as done in [69], as the relative position information of the speech tokens is already encoded in
their position embeddings.

p

Autoregressive Diffusion Transformer

Clean Speech Tokens
Prefix & Middle & Suffix

Text Noisy Tokens

Velocity

sp s

Clean Speech
Noisy
SpeechText

Figure 5: Illustration of the Fill-in-the-middle (FIM) training scheme of ARDiT for text-to-speech.
The attention mask is displayed on the left, and the ARDiT model’s input and output during FIM
training are shown on the right. The prefix, middle, and suffix parts each contain two speech tokens,
with a block size of B = 1. All tokens are allowed to attend to both prefix and suffix speech tokens.

During FIM inference, suppose we are generating block m. The input sequence to an ARDiT is
(C,Z<NL , Z≥NR , ZNL:em−1 , Zbm:em

t ). Here we reordered the sequence to enable autoregressive
generation with KV cache. Figure 6 gives an illustration of the ARDiT FIM inference scheme.

F.2 Post-Filtering for Speech Editing

In speech editing with ARDiTs, we have noticed occasional failure of the model to smoothly connect
generated speech to the suffix. Specifically, we’ve assessed the probability of detectable failure
of model ARDiT (DMD, B=1) on utterances from test set B, where the model was tasked with
filling in the middle third of an utterance given the text transcript. The model has an failure rate of
approximately 7%.

In order to mitigate this issue, we suggest a simple heuristic to evaluate the fluency of the speech
generated. Suppose the generated section is ZNL:NR . We then sample the block ZNR:NR+B with
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p

Autoregressive Diffusion Transformer
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Velocity

sp s . . .
Suffix History

Figure 6: Depiction of the Fill-in-the-middle (FIM) inference scheme of ARDiT for text-to-speech.
The attention mask is presented on the left, while the input and output of the ARDiT model during
FIM inference are shown on the right. The model has already generated one block of speech tokens
and is in the process of generating the second block, with a block size of B = 2. The suffix tokens
are arranged after prefix tokens to facilitate KV caching during inference.

the model, and then calculate the L2 distance of generated ẐNR:NR+B to the ground truth. During
inference, we generate a batch of Nbatch samples from the model and choose the sample with the
smallest L2 distance. With this method, we can reduce the failure rate to 2.2% when Nbatch = 8. We
applied this strategy with Nbatch = 8 for our speech editing evaluation. We did not apply this strategy
for zero-shot TTS evaluations.

G Network Architecture Details
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Figure 7: Modified DiT Block, with RoPE and individual timing for each token.

We have modified the DiT Block10 proposed in [109] for 1D sequence processing, as illustrated
in Figure 7. We replaced the original position embedding with RoPE, and added attention masks.
The adaLN-Zero in the original DiT Blocks assumes a globally shared time. However, in our
implementation, different times can be assigned to input tokens.

For the Mel spectrogram encoder, the Mel spectrogram is linearly projected to RNframe×D before
it is fed into the Transformer. To obtain the mean and log variance, the Transformer output is
downsampled 4 times and linearly projected to RNframe/4×Dlatent .

In the ARDiT model, the phoneme sequence is one-hot encoded and then linearly projected to
RNphone×D. Similarly, the speech tokens are linearly projected to RNlatent×D. These are then concate-
nated before being fed into the Transformer. To obtain the output velocity field, the Transformer

10DiT: https://github.com/facebookresearch/DiT
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output is segmented and linearly projected to blocks of shape RB×Dlatent . We assign a fixed time
t = −1 to phoneme tokens, t = 0 to clean tokens, and t ∈ (0, 1] to noisy tokens.

12 Modified
DiT Blocks

(Partially)
Noisy Mel

Speech
Tokens

Upsample
(Repeating)

Concatenate
& Linear Linear Reshape

to 2D

Concat.

Stack of
2D Convs

Time

Embed

Velocity

Position

Figure 8: Mel spectrogram decoder architecture.

We have specifically designed the Mel spectrogram decoder to enhance the generation of 2D Mel
spectrograms. The structure of the decoder is depicted in Figure 8. The output of the Transformer
is projected and reshaped, then concatenated with the input noisy Mel spectrogram. This is further
processed by a stack of 2D convolutions to obtain the velocity field. The stack of 2D convolutions
consists of 6 Conv2D layers, with Db + 1 = 5 input channels, Dc = 128 intermediate channels, and
a single output channel. It features residual connections from the output of the 1st layer to the 3rd,
and from the 3rd to the 5th. The kernel size for all layers is 3. All convolutions, except the last one,
are followed by a leaky ReLU activation.

H Total Duration Estimation

The ARDiT TTS model depends on a given total duration of target speech during inference. There
are many possible methods for modeling total duration. In our experiments, we used the following
simple heuristic to estimate the total duration of the target speech.

First, obtain the average duration ρ of non-silence phonemes. In our implementation, we force-aligned
the reference speech and reference phoneme sequence using the ARDiT TTS model’s attention matrix.
Alternatively, ρ can also be estimated using voice activity detection (VAD) on the reference speech.
The estimated total duration is then t′ = ρ · n′, where n′ is the number of phonemes, excluding
silences, in the target text. We also added additional time to t′ for punctuations in the target text,
according to their average duration in spoken English.

We found that this rudimentary model performed reasonably well on the LibriTTS test set. A more
principled method would involve training a conditional duration predictor [80]. However, this would
require forced alignment to obtain the phoneme durations. We leave the exploration of improved total
duration prediction for future work.

I Training Details

The training of ARDiT TTS on LibriTTS involves several steps and can be completed within a week
with 4 GPUs (NVIDIA RTX 4090). The steps are as follows:

Step 1: Train the Mel spectrogram Autoencoder. This process takes approximately 3 days using 4
GPUs.

• The average batch size was 8.0 minutes per step.
• The model was trained for 590k training steps on 4 GPUs.
• The training speed was approximately 8.0k steps per hour.

Step 2: Cache the latent code of all audios on the dataset for efficiency. This process takes
approximately 1 hour using 1 GPU.
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Step 3: Train the autoregressive diffusion transformer on TTS. This process takes approximately
2 days using 4 GPUs.

• The average batch size was 8.0 minutes per step.
• The training comprised 450k steps for ARDiT (B=1) and 640k steps for ARDiT

(B=4).
• The training speed was approximately 11.3k steps per hour.

Step 4: Cache noise and data pairs for efficiency. This process takes approximately 2 hours using
4 GPUs. For each utterance in the dataset, we cached one ODE trajectory for each block in
the utterance (see Algorithm 1). The ODE sampling was done in parallel in all the blocks.
We applied a 16 steps Euler sampler with fixed step size for sampling ODE trajectories.

Step 5: Distill ARDiT TTS models with DMD. This process takes approximately 2 days using 1
GPU.

• The average batch size was 1.2 minutes per step.
• ARDiT (DMD, B=1) was first trained with βreg = 2.0 for 190k steps, then with
βreg = 0.1 for 10k steps.

• ARDiT (DMD, B=4) was first trained with βreg = 1.0 for 200k steps, then with
βreg = 0.2 for 100k steps.

All models were optimized using the AdamW optimizer with β = [0.9, 0.95] [125], a fixed learning
rate of 0.0001, and an Exponential Moving Average (EMA) with a decay rate of 0.9999. The impact
of βreg trajectories on performance in DMD training is left for future research.

J Listening Test with MUSHRA

Each group of samples was initially evaluated by at least 25 participants. After applying quality filters
and consistency checks, responses from 20 participants were considered for the final analysis.

Each participant received a compensation of $15 for their participation.

For each participant in the listening test, we mandated that the survey be completed in a quiet
environment using headphones. Detailed instructions with test examples are provided in Figure 9, 10
and 11, which are the screenshots of the webpages shown to the listeners during the test [126].

Figure 9: Screenshot of speech naturalness test for zero-shot TTS.
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Figure 10: Screenshot of speaker similarity test for zero-shot TTS.

Figure 11: Screenshot of speech naturalness test for speech editing.

K Broader Impact

Given that our model enables high-quality zero-shot speech synthesis and nearly perfect speech
editing, it can benefit many related applications such as voice assistants, content creation, voiceovers,
and more. However, it is important to note that this technology might present risks of misuse for
deepfake audios or infringe on others’ privacy due to high-quality voice cloning. From a technical
perspective, it could be useful to incorporate watermarking or other technical safeguards to avoid this
kind of misuse.
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